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Welcome! Today we’ll be learning what it was like programming a first-generation computer in the 1950s. This is the Librascope LGP-30, first shipped in
September of 1956. By the way, we’ll be counting Eds, and I’m Ed #1.

Thanks to our
Sponsors!

From the Librascope
LGP-30 Schematics,
“drawn 4-12-56”

Our Timeline
• Hacker Folklore (1982-83)
• Vacuum Tube Computer
Programming (1956)

• Modern Times (2017)
• Video: Warming Up the LGP-30
(6:51 run time)
LGP-30 Schematics: https://archive.org/details/bitsavers_royalPreciatics1959_26037699
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Was anyone here NOT programming computers 35 years ago? We’ll first take a step back 35 years to see the context of our story. Then we’ll step back 60
years to see a first-generation computer and what it was like to program the thing. Then we’ll apply this perspective to our own careers today. Finally,
assuming WiFi works for us, I have a seven-minute video.

Our Timeline
• Hacker Folklore (1982-83)
• Vacuum Tube Computer
Programming (1956)

• Modern Times (2017)
• Video: Warming Up the LGP-30

From the Librascope
LGP-30 Schematics

(6:51 run time)
LGP-30 Schematics: https://archive.org/details/bitsavers_royalPreciatics1959_26037699
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First up: A bit of official hacker folklore.
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Hacker Folklore: Dune

Images scanned from my personal collection
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I’m going to hit you with some obscure cultural references. That’s part of hacker culture. Don’t worry, this is the only one that takes up a whole slide! So,
in talking about hacker folklore, we need to start with the opening words of Dune by Frank Herbert. The explanation is important for our story.

Hacker Folklore (our story)
• Our story begins:
• Not 60 years ago with vacuum tubes, but
• A mere 35 years ago with a Best-Selling book
• A beginning is the time for taking the most
delicate care that the balances are correct
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In the same way, it’s important to recognize that our story begins not 60 years ago with vacuum tubes, but a mere 35 years ago with a best-selling book.
Do take the most delicate care to understand the balances as we step back in time.

Real Men Don’t
Eat Quiche (1982)
• In 1982, the “battle of the sexes” was raging
• This book poked fun at the macho concept of “Real Men,”
contrasting them to men getting more out of life, the
“quiche eaters”

• Quiche eater: A man who is a dilettante, a trend-chaser, an

over-anxious conformist, one who eschews (or merely lacks)
the traditional masculine virtues
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35 years ago, back in 1982, the “battle of the sexes” was raging. This book was a best-seller all summer. This book poked fun at the macho concept of
“Real Men,” contrasting them to men getting more out of life, the “quiche eaters.” Quiche eater: A man who is a dilettante, a trend-chaser, an over-anxious
conformist, one who eschews (or merely lacks) the traditional masculine virtues.

Hacker Folklore: Real Programmers Don’t
Use Pascal (1983)
•

When Ed Post of Tektronix (Ed #2) continued the joke,

•

The phrase “Real Men” became “Real Programmers”

•

Those who used friendlier programming languages

•

Published in Datamation magazine, July 1983

such as Pascal became the “Quiche Eaters”

Back in the good old days, the
“Golden Era” of computers, it
was easy to separate the
adults from the children,
sometimes called “Real Men”
and “Quiche Eaters” in the
literature…
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Ed Post of Tektronix (Ed #2) continued the joke. He changed the phrase from “Real Men” to “Real Programmers” and spun a delightful tale in honor of
computer programmers. Those who used friendlier programming languages such as Pascal became the “Quiche Eaters.” His essay became a Letter to the
Editor of Datamation magazine. We passed the magazine around the office, as I’m sure other people did too, and it became part of our hacker folklore.

University of Washington (1977)
• Department of Engineering: I began with

FORTRAN (tested-out), continued with CDC
assembly language

• Department of Computer Science: I began
with Pascal

• Of the two, it’s clearly the Department of
Engineering that existed to get the job
done

Photo: University of Washington School of Public Health, http://deohs.washington.edu/seattle-how-get-here-what-do
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There really was a distinction between Real Programmers and Quiche Eaters at the time. Here’s the University of Washington as an example. I transferred in
to the Department of Engineering and later into Computer Science. I already knew FORTRAN, so they let me take the final exam to prove it, and enroll in
Assembly Language. The Computer Science department began with Pascal. Of the two, it’s clearly the Department of Engineering that existed to get the job
done.

Culture Wars Continue (2005)
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The culture wars continue to this day, as you know. UNIX dates from the 1960s, and actual books from the 1970s. The definitive book on UNIX
programming, here on the left, came in 2005. There's a Dilbert cartoon on the front. I enlarged it so we can read the story.

Radio Shack
TRS-80 (1977)
• Job fears were real
• This was the first generation of

children with access to computers

• Teenagers potentially had equal

footing with adults in the job market

Photo: You Tube: https://i.ytimg.com/vi/wgKWV8C3e7M/maxresdefault.jpg
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This is the Radio Shack TRS-80, which we all called the Trash 80. You can see the software library came in a collectible vinyl binder. That’s a floppydisk drive on the right.
Job fears were real because this was the first generation of children with access to computers. Teenagers potentially had equal footing with adults in the
job market.

Washington State Data Processing
Service Center: A Mainframe Shop (1977)

• IBM came visiting to see how they
closely-coupled their dual IBM
370/158 mainframes

• IBM produced a Case Study
brochure to honor the occasion
12
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Centralized computing was a necessity, since IBM and their room-sized mainframes were the major player. You're looking at the Washington State Data
Processing Service Center with a pair of IBM 370/158s in the background. This was the computing resource for all of Washington State government.
The system programmers on the right did such an amazing job of closely-coupling their IBM 370 systems together, that IBM itself came to find out how
they did it. This is from the advertising brochure that IBM produced as a result. That’s the data center director on the left, my Dad.

CRAY-1 arrives at Daresbury Laboratory, UK (1979)
•During this period, the Real Programmers were
the ones who understood computer
programming, and the Quiche Eaters were the
ones who didn’t.
•The Real Programmer is in danger of becoming
extinct, being replaced by high-school students
playing Pac-Man with TRASH-80s!
•Understanding these differences gives these
kids something to aspire to, a role model.
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Remember, the fears were real. We had the room-size mainframes and supercomputers on the one hand, and home computers on the other. That is
Seymour Cray in the center, the Father of Supercomputing. This is the background as Ed continues the story… During this period, the Real Programmers
were the ones who understood computer programming, and the Quiche Eaters were the ones who didn’t. The Real Programmer is in danger of becoming
extinct, being replaced by high-school students playing Pac-Man with TRASH-80s! Understanding these differences gives these kids something to aspire
to, a role model.

Mostyn Lewis at
Daresbury (1979)
• There is a clear need to point out
these differences:

• Help employers of Real

Programmers realize why it
would be a mistake to replace us
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Ed continues: There is a clear need to point out these differences: Help employers of Real Programmers to realize why it would be a mistake to replace the
Real Programmers on their staff with 12-year-old Pac-Man players (at a considerable salary savings).
That’s me in the middle. I stayed in contact with Mostyn Lewis, on the far left, for many years.

FORTRAN Coding Form (1970s)

• Real programmers use FORTRAN
• Quiche Eaters use PASCAL
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The easiest way to tell a Real Programmer from the crowd is by the programming language he or she uses. Real Programmers use FORTRAN. Quiche Eaters
use PASCAL. (Real Programmers actually talked in capital letters you understand.)
This is a pad of FORTRAN coding forms. You would write your program, in pencil, on the form and send it off for keypunching. Each row becomes one
punch card.

Pascal (1978)
• Niklaus Wirth: How do you
pronounce your name?

• By name, “Veert”
• Or by value, “Worth”
• Quiche Eater
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Niklaus Wirth, the designer of PASCAL, was asked, "How do you pronounce your name?" He replied, "You can either call me by name, pronouncing it 'Veert,'
or call me by value, 'Worth.'" One can tell immediately from this comment that Niklaus Wirth is a Quiche Eater.
In other words, Real Programmers are serious, and don’t do cute.

Punch Card (1950s-1970s)
Real Programmers don’t need abstract concepts to get their jobs done. They
are perfectly happy with a keypunch, a FORTRAN IV compiler, and some pizza.
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This is a FORTRAN punch card. You can see the one line of code on the left, and the sequence number, that is, the line number, in the eight columns on
the right. That’s why we still try to keep the line length to 72 or 80 characters to this day. Real Programmers don’t need abstract concepts to get their jobs
done. They are perfectly happy with a keypunch, a FORTRAN IV compiler, and some pizza.

Punch Card Layout (1949)
Digits use one hole per character, letters use two, and special characters mostly use three
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Digits use one hole per character, letters use two, and special characters mostly use three. So, remember: If you can't do it in FORTRAN, do it in assembly
language. If you can't do it in assembly language, it isn't worth doing.

Hacker Folklore: Our Context
• Fears for our jobs/occupations
• Culture wars
• What it means to be elite, a Real Programmer
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Here’s the context for our story: We had fears for our jobs and occupations. The culture wars continued. We addressed those fears by explaining what it
means to be elite, a Real Programmer.

The Story of Mel
Posted to Usenet by its author, Ed Nather (Ed #3), May 1983

A recent article devoted to the macho side of programming
made the bald and unvarnished statement:
Real Programmers write in FORTRAN.
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Mel Kaye (1956)
• Back in the Good Old Days…
• The term “software” sounded funny
• Real Computers were made out of drums
• Real Programmers wrote in machine code
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Maybe they do now, in this decadent era of Lite beer, hand calculators, and "user-friendly" software but back in the Good Old Days, when the term
"software" sounded funny and Real Computers were made out of drums and vacuum tubes, Real Programmers wrote in machine code. Mel is on the back
right.

Coding Sheet (1956)
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Yes, Real Programmers wrote in machine code. Not FORTRAN. Not, even, assembly language. Machine Code. Raw, unadorned, inscrutable hexadecimal
numbers. Directly.

Coding Sheet (1956)
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Lest a whole new generation of programmers grow up in ignorance of this glorious past, I feel duty-bound to describe, as best I can through the
generation gap, how a Real Programmer wrote code. I'll call him Mel, because that was his name.

From the Librascope
LGP-30 Schematics

Our Timeline
• Hacker Folklore (1982-83)
• Vacuum Tube Computer
Programming (1956)

• Modern Times (2017)
• Video: Warming Up the LGP-30
(6:51 run time)
LGP-30 Schematics: https://archive.org/details/bitsavers_royalPreciatics1959_26037699
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Now we can get real.
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LGP-30: Royal Precision Electronic Computer (1955)

THE

ROWA'- PRECISION

ELECTRONIC

COMPUTER

https://www.pinterest.com/mattarpen/back-to-the-future-stuff/
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The year is 1955, and it's time to introduce the Royal Precision Electronic Computer, the LGP-30.
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THE

ROWA'- PRECISION

ELECTRONIC

COMPUTER

LGP-30: Royal Precision Electronic Computer (1955)
• Low Cost
• Small size… Mobile
• Simplified Programming
• Large Memory
• Reliable Performance

http://archive.computerhistory.org/resources/text/Royal_McBee/RPC.LGP-30.1956.102646223.pdf
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It was low cost, with a retail price of $47,000. It was small, about the size of a desk. It weighed 800 pounds. It was mounted on heavy-duty castors so it
could be rolled across the floor. That made it portable. Wait until you find out what "simplified programming" means! The large memory was 4,096 words
of spinning drum memory.

components

LGP-30 (1956)
d r u m and heads

An electric typewriter gives
alpha-numeric entries or output by
Simplified control panel. Lights behind
switches indicate operative controls.

punched tape or keyboard.

I

I

Oscilloscope monitors internal ac

I
Smaller than o desk.

'
4096 word magnetic drum memory.

Computer operates from any convenience
outlet.. is self-cooled.

.

logic board
SlhWlIFlED PROGRAMMINO

Operation of the

LGB-38 may be

LARGE MEMCIRY

LOW COST:

The magnetic drum memory ha!&

Design simplicity results in a smaller
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machine and a smaller initial invert-

easily mastered by the average en-
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gineer. Its relatively simple com-

LGP-30 u memory capacity suitable

ment. Less time is spent in checkouts

mand structure makes the comput-

fm the

majority of c~mplexscien-

and maintenance; programming

ing task easier for the expert and

tific problems that might be as-

costs are lower, and fewer hard-to-

signed to an automatic w n p u t a .

f i n d cdmputer personnel a r e

occasional user. Non-technical per-

Stored program operatian means

needed.'€xtensive school courses

sonnel may be trained very quickly

greater flexibility sa all programs

are eliminated for most operating

to carry out actual computer wns.

may be internally sdf-modifying.

and maintenance personnel.

brings it well within the grasp of the

plug-in card
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It came with a chair, but the guy was probably optional. On the right is the main memory.

head-switching matrix, m e m o r y
unmounted read-record head

Museum LGP-30 (since ca. 1980)
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This in the Computing History Museum. The only I/O device was the electric typewriter you see here.

Coding Sheet (1956)

B: Bring: Bring contents of location 0115 to the accumulator

C: Clear: Store contents of the accumulator in memory, clearing the accumulator

P: Print: Print an electric typewriter symbol.
The symbol is denoted by the track number part of the address in an instruction word.
When executing this command, the computer has complete control over the typewriter functions, including decimal digits, letters,
punctuation marks, shifts, tabs, carriage return and any other operation the typewriter can perform.
This permits complete flexibility in the format of the output, including simultaneous punching on tape, if desired
I: Input: From the typewriter
H: Hold: Store to drum
T: Test: If-test jump
U: Unconditional jump:
The “else” part of the “if”
S: Subtract: Subtract the contents of location 0029 from
the contents of the accumulator, and retain the difference
in the accumulator
N: Multiply Lower: Multiply the number in the accumulator by the
number in location 0132, retaining the least-significant bits in the accum
https://archive.org/details/bitsavers_royalPreciutineManualOct60_3213373
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Here is a library routine provided by the vendor. Yes, library software was published on hand-written coding forms. That's how it was done with the first
generation of commercial computers.
B is the Bring instruction. Bring the contents of location 0115 to the accumulator.
C is Clear. Store the contents of the accumulator in memory, clearing the accumulator.
P is Print. Print an electric typewriter symbol. The symbol is denoted by the track number part of the address in an instruction word. When executing this
command, the computer has complete control over the typewriter functions, including decimal digits, letters, punctuation marks, shifts, tabs, carriage
return and any other operation the typewriter can perform. This permits complete flexibility in the format of the output, including simultaneous punching
on tape if desired.
I is Input from the typewriter.
H is Hold, that is, store the value to drum memory.
T is Test, an if-test jump.
U is Unconditional jump. In this case it’s the “else” part of the if.
S is Subtract. Subtract the contents of location 0029 from the accumulator, and retain the difference in the accumulator.
N is Multiply Lower. When you multiply a five-digit number by another five-digit number, you get a ten-digit number. It’s the same thing here. When you
multiply a 30-bit number by another 30-bit number, the result is up to 60 bits wide. The accumulator is only 31 bits wide (counting the sign bit), so the M
instruction keeps the upper half of the result, and the N instruction keeps the lower half of the result. So, here, we multiply the number in the accumulator
by the number in location 0132, retaining the least-significant bits in the accumulator.
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Here’s the documentation for the library routine from the previous slide. The code on the left is copied from the previous slide. This is a data input
subroutine… You can see the decimal point is designated as P.

Flexowriter (1956)
Paper Tape
Reader/Punch

Hexadecimal Notation is
0-9, F-G, J-K, Q-W
(not 0-9, A-F)

“Simplified Programming”
means
“type directly to drum memory”
or
“type directly to paper tape”
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The paper tape punch and reader are on the left. Use the switches to turn the punch on or off. Hexadecimal notation was not yet standardized. The
numbers were 0-9, f-g, j-k, q-w, not a-f. You can see the letter sequence on the keyboard. There is no one key. A lower-case L was used instead. And,
by the way, "simplified Programming" means "type directly to drum memory" or "type directly to paper tape."

Hexadecimal Digits (1956)
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You thought you knew hex? Think again! The numbers were f, g, j, k, q, w. We’ll be seeing that a lot.

Flexowriter (1956)

Belt drive

The white keys are the machine op codes
(B-Bring, C-Clear, A-Add, S-Subtract, etc.)
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As you can see, this is quite developer-friendly. The machine instruction codes are the white keys.

Punching Tapes From Coding Sheets (1956)
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Here is how you get your program, that you wrote out on paper, into the computer. Only the “program input codes” and…

Punching Tapes From Coding Sheets (1956)
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guide the computer in finding specific locations on the drum occupy 3 channels.
Extras are for special use.

-

Lo P

A channel in the main memory consists of 64 words, each containing 32 binary
digits (bits). In the case of a word that i s used only for storage of data to be
operated on, one bit indicates the sign, 30 are used for information storage, and
one i s a spacer bit:

3o operation

INFORMATION STORAGE W O R D

LGP-30 Instruction Set (1956)

A word used for storage of an instruction consists of a command from the list at

right, and
the memory
The LGP-30 will operate on both alphabetical and numerical
information.
The drum address where the data to be operated on will be
found. The
bit yet
spaces in the word may be used for storage of constants or
computer i s internally binary, which permits a desirable simplicity
ofextra
design,
special
imposes no restriction on the operator, who enters information
intallies.
customary decimal form and receives the results in decimal form. Conversion is made by a
INSTRUCTION WOR
standard input-output routine stored on the memory drum.

address
The memory drum provides for 81 magnetic recording channels,each equipped
with one or more read and record heads. Sixty-four of these channels comprise
the main memory, used for storage of data to be operated on, and for storage
..
of instructions for the computer. Three channels are "active
memory,"
recircu,. 'when the LGP-30 executes an instruction:
There
are fourorphases
involved
lating channels for temporary storage of: 1) data being operated on (accumulator
.
1. A search i s made for the instruction
word to be used, at the memory address
register); 2) instructions in use (instruction register); and 3) a number that controls
specified by the control counter register.
the sequence of operations (control counter register). The timing signals which
.
2. The
instruction
word is transferred from the main memory to the instruction
guide the computer in finding specific locations on the drum
occupy
3 channels.
rkgister.
Extras are for special use.

• 16 hardware
instructions

• Stored in drum
memory

3. A
search i s32
made
for the data word containing one of the operands, at the
A channel in the main memory consists of 64 words, each
containing
binary
in be
the instruction word. The second operand i s in the accumudigits (bits). In the case of a word that i s used only foraddress
storagespecified
of data to
lator register
as a result
storage,
and of a previous operation.
operated on, one bit indicates the sign, 30 are used for information
one i s a spacer bit:
4. The computer performs on the operands the action specified in the command.
INFORMATION STORAGE W O R D

The LGP-30 gives the programmer a unique interlaced pattern of word
addresses which greatly simplify the reduction of memory access time. The stored
program operation of the computer makes it possible for a program to be selfmodifying, thus increasing flexibility stiffurther.
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A word used for storage of an instruction consists of a command from the list at
right, and the memory drum address where the data to be operated on will be
found. The extra bit spaces in the word may be used for storage of constants or
special tallies.
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INSTRUCTION WOR

address

There are four phases involved when the LGP-30 executes an instruction:

The machine had 16 hardware instructions. All instructions were stored in memory. This was actually a big deal, and the sales brochures called this a
stored-memory computer.
2. The instruction word is transferred from the main memory to the instruction
rkgister.
Ed continues the story: I first met Mel when I went to work for the Royal McBee Computer Corp., a now-defunct subsidiary of the Royal typewriter company.
3. A search i s made for the data word containing one of the operands, at the
The firm manufactured the LGP-30, a small, cheap (by the standards of the day) drum-memory computer, and had just started to manufacture the
address specified in the instruction word. The second operand i s in the accumulator
register as a result of
previous operation.
RPC-4000,
a amuch-improved,
bigger, better, faster--drum-memory computer.

1. A search i s made for the instruction word to be used, at the memory address
specified by the control counter register.

4. The computer performs on the operands the action specified in the command.
The LGP-30 gives the programmer a unique interlaced pattern of word
addresses which greatly simplify the reduction of memory access time. The stored
program operation of the computer makes it possible for a program to be selfmodifying, thus increasing flexibility stiffurther.

Magnetic Drum Storage
(1951)
• Engineering Research Associates (ERA) of
St. Paul, Minnesota

• Elite navy code breakers in World War II
• Navy Lt. Bill Norris chosen CEO
• Founders in 1957 formed Control Data
Corporation (CDC)

• Seymour Cray became CDC chief designer
37
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This is drum memory. The read heads are along the outside, and obviously don’t move. It’s the drum that moves, bringing its data to the read head, not
the other way around. This example was built in St. Paul by a company that could have become Silicon Valley but didn’t. At the end of World War II, an elite
group of Navy code breakers created a company whose top-secret work helped to launch the world's computer industry. The company was called
Engineering Research Associates, and very few people knew its secrets. Most still don't. One of those code breakers was Bill Norris, a Navy Lieutenant. He
became CEO. After the company was bought out, Bill Norris and the other founders created Control Data. Seymour Cray joined a year later.

Magnetic-Core Memory (1955-1975)

“Cores cost too much, and
aren’t here to stay, anyway.”
That’s why you haven’t heard
of the company, or the
computer.
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This is a full rack of core memory. There is a coin in front for reference. The coin is about the size of a quarter. Ed continued, “Cores cost too much, and
aren’t here to stay, anyway.” That’s why you haven’t heard of the company, or the computer.

• Core memory:
• Quite expensive during Mel’s time
• Hand-manufactured by skilled workers
• Drum memory was simpler to
manufacture

• Therefore cheaper
• But much slower than Core Memory

Magnetic-Core
Memory (1955-1975)
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Core memory was quite expensive during Mel’s time because it had to be hand-manufactured by skilled workers. Drum memory was simpler to
manufacture, and therefore cheaper. But it was much slower than core memory.

RPC 4000 Electronic Computer
System (1960)
I had been hired to write a FORTRAN
compiler for this new marvel and Mel
was my guide to its wonders.
Mel didn’t approve of compilers.
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This looks to me like a Star Wars droid unit. In fact it looks like a droid that just survived a battle and hasn’t been cleaned up yet. The Librascope logo is
on the left, and then Control Data slapped their own name on the front. That probably means that Control Data bought a used droid, refurbished it, and
sold it for $10,000 or so, which was a huge discount. Ed continues: I had been hired to write a FORTRAN compiler for this new marvel and Mel was my
guide to its wonders. Mel didn’t approve of compilers.

A word used for storage of an instruction
consistsWOR
of a command from the list at
INSTRUCTION
right, and the memory drum address where the data to be operated
addresson will be
found. The extra bit spaces in the word may be used for storage of constants or
special tallies.

There are four phases involved
whenWOR
the LGP-30 executes an instruction:
INSTRUCTION

address
1. A search i s made for the instruction word to be
used, at the memory address
specified by the control counter register.

2. The instruction word is transferred from the main memory to the instruction
Thererkgister.
are four phases involved when the LGP-30 executes an instruction:
3. A search
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the dataword
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the operands,
1. A search
i s made
for thefor
instruction
be used, atone
the of
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address at the
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in
therewrite
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The“what
second
i s in the accumuspecified
by the
control
counter
register.
“If
a program
can’t
its own code,”
he asked,
good isoperand
it?”
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of a previous
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2. Thelator
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from the
main memory to the instruction

4. The computer performs on the operands the action specified in the command.
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one ofinterlaced
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the The
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of athe
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makes it possible for a program to be self-
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The LGP-30 gives the programmer a unique interlaced pattern of word
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addresses which greatly simplify the reduction
of memory access time. The stored
program operation of the computer makes it possible for a program to be selfmodifying, thus increasing flexibility stiffurther.
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“If a program can’t rewrite its own code,” he asked, “what good is it?” At the time, programs were supposed to be self-modifying. Here’s what the sales
brochure says: The stored program operation of the computer makes it possible for a program to be self-modifying, thus increasing flexibility still
further.

Most Popular Program
• Hexadecimal
• Most popular program the
company owned

• Played blackjack with potential
customers at computer shows
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Mel had written, in hexadecimal, the most popular program the company owned. It ran on the LGP-30 and played blackjack with potential customers at
computer shows.

Blackjack
Opening instructions of the LGP-30
Blackjack Program as typed by Mel
(Recovered from paper tape)
Note: Hexadecimal digits are
0-9, f-g, j-k, q-w

v0402k00’k2w8j'k3278'f3lj4'
q2k98'22k78'q2qwj'22k54'22k58'
ftp://ftp.informatik.uni-stuttgart.de/pub/cm/lgp30/papertapes/Games/bkjck.tx
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Here’s what the beginning of the blackjack program looks like. Remember, hexadecimal notation was different then. Those are not the digits you seek.

More Blackjack

v0402k00'
k2w8j'k3278'f3lj4'q2k98'22k78'q2qwj'22k54'22k58'
22k6j'332w0'f32k8'93lw0'w3lq0'g2k24'q2q8j'j2k94'
q2k0j'22k68'22k70'22k50'l2kf8'92kq4'w2kq4'g2k68'
f2q68'l2kk0'l2kf8'q2kq4'j2kf8'k2k88'l2kk4'k2k8j'
33300'f3300'56f40656'q06627q'f2q00'l8'2kk0'llw20806'
56l40656'56lj0656'56f40656'572j0656'56340656'563j0656'56440656'564j0656'
280j0406'l0640806'l0750806'l06j0806'q067f7q'q06627q'q062f7q'q066f7q'
l000000'800000'l0000'8000'80000004'7q7q7q7q'7wwwwwwj'400000'
3j6wj54j'
v0402q00'
v0403l00'
l2k94'w3lwj'g2q24'w329j'g2qlj'l2wj4'f2q28'l2k94'
q2q8j'k3278'f3l30'l00'33300'f3300'20305f46'5f720j06'
f2q28'l2kw0'f2wq0'l2q78'22q38'22q40'l2kk0'92kw4'
q067q7q'l33g4'332g8'f3280'l3274'92kw8'j3274'w2qf4'
k2kk0'l2q38'q2q8j'j2q38'22q40'w2k64'g2q38'k2w8j'
g3204'33300'f3300'30l80f52'7f5fl806'606067q'k3274'k3274'
k2w8j'f2q88'332w0'f32jj'93lq0'f2k0j'2k9j'l3lk4'
l3274'w33g4'g3268'l3278'w2q8j'k3278'33300'f3300'
w2w8j'800g2q2j'8l000'4'8l800'32q28'f2q68'k33g4'
307f6f46'lf4f06l0'l608067q'l3278'g3lkj'j2k94'33300'f3300'
80j00'58'8l800'32q28'f2q68'k3274'33300'f3300'
l034087q'l2k94'332g8'f3280'33300'f3300'2q04047q'l3278'
20l87q7q'8l800'l327j'q2q8j'k327j'f2qk8'32q28'f2q68'
g3lw8'8l000'k327j'k327j'k2w5j'68'f32w4'80j00'
g2w2j'q33g4'j33g4'92kw8'w2qf4'g2w60'80j00'l0'
j'k3278'w3278'80700'3j'f3l94'80j00'8'
22l6w45q'
l9jk56j2'
v0402w00'
v0403200'
8l800'l2w5j'q2q8j'k2w5j'32q28'f2q68'g2w3j'q3274'
f3lj4'q2q8j'g3240'l2q8j'w2w5j'g3240'33300'f3300'
j3274'g3068'f2ww8'l33g4'92kw8'q2kw0'f2qq8'l3274'
30l80f0j'726f6j64'726f6j7q'80j00'l33g4'w2qf4'g33w4'f33q8'
92kw8'q2kw0'f2w20'l3274'92kw8'q2kw0'f2wq8''
33300'f3300'30l85f46'5f720j06'q067q7q'l3274'332g8'f3280'
33300'f3300'20l06f08'72lf2fl0'2608067q'80000'40000'92qwj'
80j00'f3l60'l3278'q2q8j'f3l74'50'wwwwwwq8''
w2qwj'g2w90'f2qj4'2k9j'8l800'30'l33g4'g2wf4'
w2wj4'g32f0'w2wj4'g32gj'w2wj4'g32j4'80q00'24'
f2wj0'92kw8'j33g4'w2w94'g2wg8'f2wj0'q2qf4'k33g4'
q2wj4'63l0j'q32g4'232g0'8lf00'200'f3lg0'80600'
80j00'28'8l800'l2w5j'q2q8j'k2w5j'32q28'f2q68'
f329j'80f00'f329j'l2w8j'q2q8j'k2w8j'l3048'63048'
g2w4j'q3274'j3274'92kw8'w2qf4'g3004'80j00'l33g4'
j3048'72q64'q3048'j3048'f2k2j'400'8l000'f2q78'
3f4w87wf'
2w60k030'
v0403000'
v0403300'
f3074'q2qwj'g30l0'f2ww8'q2q8j'g303j'332w0'f32k8'
l3lgj'933g0'f330j'w339j'g3350'f3344'7q000000'47q0000'
92w94'w2w94'g2ww8'8l000'l4'8l800'f2wj4'q3030'
4000'3w00'80068'j'4'4'l3300'q33jj'
g304j'f302j'2llg589f'q2qwj'g302j'l3274'g3060'f302j'
f33f8'l33jj'q3300'f33q0'q33l8'j33lj'73320'93324'
q2wj4'f2wq8'q2wj4'k3274'f2ww8'92kw8'j33g4'w2qf4'
q3328'k33gj'f3338'q33l8'j33lj'73320'93324'q3328'
g30f0'33300'f3300'20300f52'7f5f7q7q'k33g4'k33g4'f3l30'
k33gj'w3330'q3334''g3300'f33gj'l00'7q000000'
q2q8j'g30k4'l2q8j'w327j'g30k4'33300'f3300'20300f0j'
l3300'f33q0'23300'f33g8'7q7q7q7q'4j'l332j'80268'
726f6j64'726f6j7q'l2q78'k2w8j'f30w4'l327j'w2qwj'g3ll0'
j3334'l33lj'f33k0'4'63398'w339j'g336j'f339j'
33300'f3300'20302j06'6f72lf2f'7f7q7q7q'l2qf4'k33g4'l3278'
233q4'f3lgj'l3278'w2q8j'k3278'l2q78'k2w8j'f3l6j'
07q49gkj'
00q0j242'

v0403400'
''''''''
''''''''
''''''''
''''''''
''''''''
''''''''
''''''''
''''''''
00000000'
v0403500'
''''''''
''''''''
''''''''
''''''''
''''''''
''''''''
''''''''
''''''''
00000000'
v0403600'
''''''''
''''''''
''''''''
''''''''
''''''''
''''''''
''''''''
''''''''
00000000'
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Here’s more of the blackjack program. Move along, there’s nothing to see here.

Playing Blackjack
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The blackjack program’s effect was always dramatic. The LGP-30 booth was packed at every show, while the IBM salesmen stood around talking to each
other. Whether or not this actually sold computers was a question we never discussed.

Royal Typewriter
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This is a standard Royal typewriter from the same time period. Notice the fabric ribbon has both black and red. That’s why there’s both red and black
typing on the output. The typist manually moves the selector from black to red and back. Also notice the keys to set and clear the hardware tabs.
That’s how the text on the right is lined up into columns. Also, if you ever get in an argument about “spaces versus tabs,” do remember that THAT battle
was decided more than a century ago. Business professionals used tabs and tab stops.

LGP-30 CPU Vacuum Tubes (1956)

Mel’s job was to re-write the blackjack program for the RPC-4000.
(Port? What does that even mean?)
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• One-plus-one addressing
• Each machine instruction contains:
• Operation code (e.g., Add)
• Address of operand
• Address of next instruction to
execute

• This means every single instruction
was followed by a GO TO!

• Try explaining that to a PASCAL
programmer
48
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The new computer had a one-plus-one addressing scheme, in which each machine instruction, in addition to the operation code and the address of the
needed operand, had a second address that indicated where, on the revolving drum, the next instruction was located. In modern parlance, every single
instruction was followed by a GO TO! Try explaining that to a Pascal programmer.

Drum Is Not RAM!
• 1930s technology (invented 1932 in Austria)
• Unlike RAM (Random Access Memory), you can’t
simply read from any location at any time

• Unlike a spinning disc, read/write heads do not
move

• The CPU loads your instructions directly from the
spinning drum

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drum_memory
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I hope you’re getting the idea that drum memory was quite different. It was 1930s technology, invented in Austria in 1932. Unlike RAM (which is Random
Access Memory), you can’t simply read from any location at any time. Unlike a spinning disc, the read/write heads do not move. The CPU loads your
instructions directly from the spinning drum.

Read Out-Of-Sequence (1)
• RPC-4000 drum speed is 3600 RPM (or 17 ms per revolution)
• CPU loads instruction from drum once it is under read head
• CPU then loads operand from drum (as specified in the
instruction)

• CPU then executes the instruction, which takes about the
same time as either of the above two steps
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The RPC-4000 drum speed is 3600 RPM (or 17 ms per revolution). The CPU loads each instruction from the drum once it is under the read head. The CPU
then loads that instruction’s operand from drum. The CPU then executes the instruction, which takes about the same time as either of the above two steps.

Read Out-Of-Sequence (2)
• If instructions and data were sequential, we’d be missing the
“window of opportunity” to read in the next item

• No such things as instruction or data buffers
• Drum is hard-wired to the CPU
• Rather than “miss revolutions” when trying to read data, we
spread things around the drum based on revolution time
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If the instructions and data were a sequential stream on the drum, they would go by too fast for the CPU to handle. We’d be missing the “window of
opportunity” to read in the next item, because that next item would have already spun past the read head. There were no such things as instruction buffers
or data buffers. That drum is hard-wired to the CPU. So, rather than missing revolutions when trying to read data, we spread things around the drum
based on the drum’s revolution time.

Read Out-Of-Sequence (3)
• Example: Read instruction from Track 0, Sector 0
• By time we extract the data address from that instruction,
the read heads are coming up on Sector 3 of all tracks (all
tracks have read heads)

• Therefore Mel (who knows the timing) might specify Track 1,
Sector 3 as the data address

http://museum.ipsj.or.jp/computer/device/magnetic_drum/images/0006_02_l.jpg
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Let’s take an example to see how this works. For example, let’s read the instruction from Track 0, Sector 0. By the time we extract the data address from
that instruction, the drum has kept spinning along. The read heads are coming up on Sector 3 of all tracks. Remember, all tracks have read heads, so we’re
coming up on Sector 3 of any track. Therefore Mel, who knows the timing, might specify Track 1, Sector 3 as the data address.

Read Out-Of-Sequence (4)
• By time the CPU finishes executing the instruction, drum
sector 12 (let us suppose) is arriving at the read heads

• This is sector 12 of any track, because every track has its own
fixed, unmoving, read head

• Mel, knowing this, would have set the “next instruction”
address to Track 0, Sector 12
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By time the CPU finishes executing the instruction, drum sector 12 (let us suppose) is arriving at the read heads. This is sector 12 of any track, because
every track has its own fixed, unmoving, read head. Mel, knowing this, would have set the “next instruction” address to Track 0, Sector 12.

That’s Why We Can’t Have Nice Things!
• This is why we can’t have nice normal

sequential programs with drum memory

• The drum is like getting on a ski lift that
never stops: You time it right, or you
splash and wait to try again
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This is why we can’t have nice normal sequential programs with drum memory. The drum is like getting on a ski lift that never stops: You time it right, or
you splash and wait to try again.

(New) Blackjack
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Blackjack (1960)
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Blackjack User Interface (1960)
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Blackjack User Interface (1960)
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Blackjack Program’s Rules of Play (1960)

Cheat Mode:
Remember this, it’s part of the story!
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Like any game, the blackjack program had its own rules of play. Take a look at the final rule: If SENSE SWITCH 32 is depressed, there is a better than
normal chance of an ace being dealt as the player’s first card. We’ll be coming back to this.

LGP-30 (1956)
• On RPC-4000, Mel could optimize his
code:

• Locate instructions on the drum
• As one instruction finished,
• Next just arriving at read head
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This is the drum memory on the far left. The CPU is adjacent, as close as possible. Here is the oscilloscope tube. You can see the electric typewriter, the
Flexowriter. Over on the right is optional equipment, the high speed tape punch.
Mel loved the RPC-4000 because he could optimize his code: that is, locate instructions on the drum so that just as one finished its job, the next would be
just arriving at the “read head” and available for immediate execution.

ROAR: Royal Optimizer & Assembly Routine
There was a program to do that job,
an “optimizing assembler,” but Mel
refused to use it.

“You never know where it’s going to put things,”
he explained, “so you’d have to use separate
constants.”
It was a long time before I understood that remark.
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There was a program to do that job, an “optimizing assembler” called ROAR, but Mel refused to use it.
“You never know where it’s going to put things,” he explained, “so you’d have to use separate constants.” It was a long time before I understood that
remark.

ROAR Output

ROAR output is a hole-punched
paper tape and machine-language
printout.
That is how you watch for errors and
do program checkout.

v0402k00’k2w8j’
k3278'f3lj4'
q2k98’22k78'q2qwj'
22k54'22k58'
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ROAR output is a hole-punched paper tape and machine-language printout. THAT is how you watch for errors and do program checkout. Getting your
program to run was a slow process.

RPC-4000 Instruction Set (1960)
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Since Mel knew the numerical value of every operation code, and assigned his own drum addresses, every instruction he wrote could also be considered a
numerical constant.

RPC-4000 Instruction Set (1960)
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He could pick up an earlier “add” instruction, say, and multiply by it, if it had the right numeric value. His code was not easy for someone else to modify.

Hand Optimized
• Mel’s always ran faster
• “Top-down” design not invented yet
• Optimize innermost parts of loops first, first
choice of optimum addresses on the drum

• Optimizing assembler not smart enough
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I compared Mel’s hand-optimized programs with the same code massaged by the optimizing assembler program, and Mel’s always ran faster. That was
because the “top-down” method of program design hadn’t been invented yet, and Mel wouldn’t have used it anyway. He wrote the innermost parts of his
program loops first, so they would get first choice of the optimum address locations on the drum. The optimizing assembler wasn’t smart enough to do it
that way.

Most Pessimum
• Flexowriter required a delay between output characters
• Placed instructions just past the read head
• “Optimum” is absolute term
• These locations are “most pessimum”
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Mel never wrote time-delay loops, either, even when the balky Flexowriter required a delay between output characters to work right.
He just located instructions on the drum so each successive one was just past the read head when it was needed; the drum had to execute another
complete revolution to find the next instruction. He coined an unforgettable term for this procedure.
Although “optimum” is an absolute term, like “unique,” it became common verbal practice to make it relative: “not quite optimum” or “less optimum” or
“not very optimum.” Mel called the maximum time-delay locations the “most pessimum.”

Times Change

• These days, the scarce resource is
developer time

• We pay attention to software quality,
maintainability, etc.

• We use CPUs rated at billions of
instructions per second

• Mel used a single CPU rated at 500

instructions per second: To accomplish
anything required the most hardware
performance possible

• Modern values simply did not apply, in
the vacuum-tube era
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Change Request
• Finished and got it to run
• Change Request from sales department
• Sometimes the customers lost
• Change the odds and let the Wookie win
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After he finished the blackjack program and got it to run (“Even the initializer is optimized,” he said proudly), he got a Change Request from the sales
department.
The program used an elegant (optimized) random number generator to shuffle the “cards” and deal from the “deck,” and some of the salesmen thought it
was too fair, since sometimes the customers lost.
They wanted Mel to modify the program so, at the setting of a sense switch on the console, they could change the odds and let the Wookie win.

Cheat Mode

• Mel balked

The others came out of the ship, on my advice: evidence
of any mistrust at this point would humiliate the
Karhidish escort, impugning their shifgrethor.
—The Left Hand of Darkness by Ursula K. Le Guin (1969)

• Impugned his shifgrethor, so refused
• Mel gave in, but got the test wrong
• Program would cheat, winning every time
• Mel was delighted with this and refused to fix it
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Mel balked. He felt this was patently dishonest, which it was, and that it impinged on his personal integrity as a programmer, which it did, so he refused to
do it.
The Head Salesman talked to Mel, as did the Big Boss and, at the boss’s urging, a few Fellow Programmers. Mel finally gave in and wrote the code, but he
got the test backwards, and, when the switch was turned on, the program would cheat, winning every time.
Mel was delighted with this, claiming his subconscious was uncontrollably ethical, and adamantly refused to fix it.

Greener Pa$ture$
• Mel left the company for greener
pa$ture$

• Big Boss asked me to look at the code

• See if I could find the test and reverse it
• Tracking Mel’s code was a real
adventure
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After Mel had left the company for greener pa$ture$, the Big Boss asked me to look at the code and see if I could find the test and reverse it. Somewhat
reluctantly, I agreed to look. Tracking Mel’s code was a real adventure.

Programming Is An Art Form
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I have often felt that programming is an art form, whose real value can only be appreciated by another versed in the same arcane art;
there are lovely gems and brilliant coups hidden from human view and admiration, sometimes forever, by the very nature of the process.

You Can Learn A Lot About An Individual
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You can learn a lot about an individual just by reading through his or her code, even in hexadecimal. Mel was, I think, an unsung genius.

An Innocent Loop
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Perhaps my greatest shock came when I found an innocent loop that had no test in it. No test. None.

Infinite Loop
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Common sense said it had to be a closed loop, where the program would circle, forever, endlessly. Program control passed right through it, however, and
safely out the other side. It took me two weeks to figure out.
The RPC-4000 computer had a really modern facility called an index register. It allowed the programmer to write a program loop that used an indexed
instruction inside; each time through, the number in the index register was added to the address of that instruction, so it would refer to the next datum in
a series. In other words, we are indexing through an array.

Index Register
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He had only to increment the index register each time through. Mel never used it.
Instead, he would pull the instruction into a machine register, add one to its address, and store it back. He would then execute the modified instruction
right from the register.
The loop was written so this additional execution time was taken into account—just as the instruction finished, the next one was right under the drum’s
read head, ready to go. But the loop had no test in it.

Hardware Overflow
• Index flag set
• Yet Mel never used the Index
Register

• The carry adds one to the
operation code

• Turns the instruction into a
Jump instruction

• Next instruction at 000 00
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The vital clue came when I noticed the index register bit, the bit that lay between the address and the operation code in the instruction word, was turned
on—yet Mel never used the index register, leaving it zero all the time. When the light went on it nearly blinded me.
He had located the data he was working on near the top of memory—the largest locations the instructions could address—so, after the last datum was
handled, incrementing the instruction address would make it overflow.
The carry would add one to the operation code, changing it to the next one in the instruction set: a jump instruction. Sure enough, the next program
instruction was in address location zero, and the program went happily on its way.

An Insane Optimization
• Mel clearly understood the inner workings
• He undoubtedly learned timings with scope
and circuit diagrams

• Likely built a collection of tricks
• Even through the 1980s, a Real Programmer
could beat every compiler or assembler
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/07/Oscilloscopic_tube.jpg
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Mel clearly understood the inner workings of drum memory and the processor extremely well. He undoubtedly learned the timings with an oscilloscope
and circuit diagrams and a lot of poking around. He likely built a collection of tricks to squeeze maximum performance. Even through the 1980s, a Real
Programmer could beat every compiler or optimizing assembler.

LGP-30 Restoration in Stuttgart (1999)
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I haven’t kept in touch with Mel, so I don’t know if he ever gave in to the flood of change that has washed over programming techniques since those longgone days. I like to think he didn’t.

LGP-30 Restoration in Stuttgart (1999)
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In any event, I was impressed enough that I quit looking for the offending test, telling the Big Boss I couldn’t find it. He didn’t seem surprised.
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First LGP-30 Programming
School for Customers Held

LIBRASCOPE'S MOST consistent golfer, Bill McAboy,
administrative, accepts an addition to his growing trop
from Ed Sullivan, 1956 golf committee chairman. Bill shot
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A dozen representatives of companies who have purchased
Librascope's LPG-30 general purpose computers attended the
initial customer training school for LPG-30 programmers here
July 16-27.
The school, first of a series designed to instruct customer
personnel in the use and operation of the LPG-30, was under
the direction of Fred Flannell, LPG-30 applications engineer
who was recently named assistant
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5th Annual Awards Party

A Premiere Performance

The Librazette

Company Employees to Star in Picnic

When I left the company, the blackjack program would still cheat if you turned on the right sense switch, and I think that’s how it should be. I didn’t feel
comfortable hacking up the code of a Real Programmer.
area. Parking facilities are immeIf you prefer a milder form of
Goeppinger, Bob Garrett, Max
Saturday, Aug. 25, for a 1-dayonly engagement; so don't miss it.
The only ticket you'll need to
this Precisioneer-produced event
is your Librascope badge. Director
Jack Nelson has lined up a program of special events that will
put you in the proper condition to
enjoy your picnic lunches and the
free refreshments the Precisioneers

Los Angeles Firm
Will Distribute
Flow Computers

exercise, Jack in scheduling a
partnership horseshoe tourney,
with prizes for the victors. The
usual novelty contests — egg rolling, sack races, etc.—are on the
agenda,
as is Flow
dancing
to the
Librascope
Computers will
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of the juke
be distributed
by box.
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there
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strument Corporation of Los
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LIBRASCOPE'S MURAL ROOM became a study hall for neophyte
LPG-30 programmers the week of July 16. Students participating in
this first training school for LPG-30 customers included (seated 1. to r.)
Bill Hopper, Mary Cornell and Chuck Rue, Convair-Pomona; John
Corkhill, Convair-San Diego; R. J. Bibbins, Link Aviation; K. A. Hurst,
D. D. Parkhurst, C. S. Kikushima and Ides J. Romero, Convair-San
Diego; George Kendrick, Convair-Pomona; Chuck Ray, Caltech; and
William Clayton, National Security Agency. Standing (1. to r.) are Fred
Flannell, class instructor and assistant sales manager of Royal-McBee;
and Royal-McBee Applications Engineers Bud Hazlett, Jack Behr and
Mel Kaye.
(Photo by Duggan)

ment by our Burbank Division.
Our Flow Computers represent
an important advance in the field
of fluid measurement. They provide direct and accurate reading of
total flow through a pipeline while
reducing or eliminating the laborious hand integration of chart records required in devices used in
the past.
The Librascope units, now in
production, will be incorporated
into the Barton instrument line.

Don't miss Librascope's "You
and Your Future," broadcast Monday through Friday at 6:55 a.m.,
over radio station KABC.

A Premiere Performance

Company Employees to Star in Picnic
The Precisioneers are proud to
announce the premiere performance of their annual summer stock
production—"Picnic," starring all
Librascope employes, their families and their friends.
Setting for this t r a d i t i o n a l
American epic is Sunland Park.
The curtain goes up at 10:30 a.m.,
Saturday, Aug. 25, for a 1-dayonly engagement; so don't miss it.
The only ticket you'll need to
this Precisioneer-produced event
is your Librascope badge. Director
Jack Nelson has lined up a program of special events that will
put you in the proper condition to
enjoy your picnic lunches and the

are providing.
For those of you who like a little
exertion before you eat, Jack is
planning a volleyball tournament.
Choose up a six-member team, of
whom two must be women, and
join in the fun. Prizes will be
awarded to the winners.
If you prefer a milder form of
exercise, Jack in scheduling a
partnership horseshoe tourney,
with prizes for the victors. The
usual novelty contests — egg rolling, sack races, etc.—are on the
agenda, as is dancing to the
rhythms of the juke box.
Last, but not least, there is the

fornia's largest — which has been
reserved for our exclusive use.
Bath house facilities are available
and life guards will be on duty at
all times.
When your hunger or thirst get
the better of you, you can relax in
the private, well-shaded picnic
area. Parking facilities are immediately adjacent.
Let's pack those picnic baskets
to the brim, load them and yourselves in the family chariot, and
beat a path to Sunland Park
Saturday, Aug. 25. You'll never
find a nicer bunch of people to
enjoy a day's outing with—than

von, Walter Lebert, Bud Linsley,
diately adjacent.
George Markham, Vince Nahrstedt,
Let's pack those picnic baskets Joe Riddle and Carroll Schramling.
to the brim, load them and yourMore 10-Year Libravets
selves in the family chariot, and
In addition, Forrest McColl, adbeat a path to Sunland Park justing; Bill Bietsch, materiel conSaturday, Aug. 25. You'll never trol; Ivan Franklin, operations
find a nicer bunch of people to analysis; Ed Jackson, shipping and
receiving; Paul Metzger, inspecenjoy a day's
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with—than almost
commemorating
of Librascope
yourService
fellow pins,
employes.
tion; 1000
and years
Howard
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146 Libravets Honored at
5th Annual Awards Party

employment for their wearers, were presented to 146 employes
at the fifth annual Libravet party.
More than 150 Libravet couples joined Librascope President
Lewis W. Imm for a convivial evening at the Burbank Elks'
Temple July 7 as honored guests of the Company.

Bob Garrett, Libravet committee
chairman and master of ceremonies, opened the evening's festivities with a couple of songs.
Mr. Imm Speaks
Mr. Imm then spoke briefly on
Company plans for the future and
awarded 15-year pins to Libravets
Charlie Cole, tooling; Dave Harrison, standards; and Galen Mannan
and Willard Opocensky, engineering.
Pins, marking 10 years of service
to the Company, were then presented to 31 employes. Those
honored included Trent Albizati,
Gib Bahr, Maurice Kurkdjie and
Art Vicenti, assembly; Muriel
Brown, Margaret Mathews and
Dana Nixon, accounting; and Red
Brown and Jim Jones, purchasing.
Model shop recipients were
George Henderhan, Harold Nylen
and Glen Reyman. Tooling was
represented
by Jesse Brown,
George Hackett and Jack Stick.
From the machine shop came Ray
Setty and Don Waschcalis.
Ten-year men from engineering
were Dean Frederick, Frank Klavon, Walter Lebert, Bud Linsley,
George Markham, Vince Nahrstedt,
Joe Riddle and Carroll Schramling.
More 10-Year Libravets
In addition, Forrest McColl, adjusting; Bill Bietsch, materiel control; Ivan Franklin, operations
analysis; Ed Jackson, shipping and
receiving; Paul Metzger, inspec-

and office services, were awarded
10-year pins.
Five-year pins were presented to
the largest group of incoming
Libravets in Company history. The
111 employes, who are marking
their fifth anniversaries at Librascope this year, represent a very
sizeable cross section of the Company. They are:
Lena Allen, Gus Anderson,
Louie Arias, Tom Badillo, Eddie
Bacon, Bill Balch, Don Barnes,
Helen Benson, Bill Bell, Crystal
Bowhay, Andy Bonanno and Wikke
Bouma;
Bernie Caird, Harry Callaghan,
Don Cady, Nell Cox, Tom Corbitt,
Vern Crooks, Vi Chaddock, George
Chianello, Bill Davis, Harold Dethloff, Johnny and Juanita Delle
Fave, George Dill, Carl Doolittle,
Lee Duggan, Russ Erickson and
Burns Ewing;
5-Year Pin Winners
Hildegarde Forster, Ruth Flynn,
Chuck Flickinger, Isabel Fryer,
Sam Galindez, Harvey Goodwin,
Cliff Godwin, Leonard Golove, Bill
Goeppinger, Bob Garrett, Max
Goshkin, Bill Greer, Bill Griman,
Sven Gustavson and Bob Gunderson;
Bert Haber, Joe Hammer, Jim
Hammer, Murray Harrison, Dick
Hastings, Ross Hazeltine, Ed Hirt,
Roy Hunter, Steve Jackman, Jack
Jensen, Jim Johnson and George

Goshkin, Bill Greer, Bill Griman,
Sven Gustavson and Bob Gunderson;
Bert Haber, Joe Hammer, Jim
Hammer, Murray Harrison, Dick
Hastings, Ross Hazeltine, Ed Hirt,
Roy Hunter, Steve Jackman, Jack
Jensen, Jim Johnson and George
(Continued on Page 2)

Side Note: The Butterfly Effect (1961)
Edward Lorenz (Ed #4):
The Butterfly Effect
was created on a
Royal-McBee LGP-30
In 1961, Lorenz was running a numerical computer model to
redo a weather prediction from the middle of the previous
run as a shortcut. He entered the initial condition 0.506 from
the printout instead of entering the full precision 0.506127
value. The result was a completely different weather scenario.
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Our Timeline
From the Librascope
LGP-30 Schematics

• Hacker Folklore (1982-83)
• Vacuum Tube Computer
Programming (1956)

• Modern Times (2017)
• Video: Warming Up the LGP-30
(6:51 run time)
LGP-30 Schematics: https://archive.org/details/bitsavers_royalPreciatics1959_26037699
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Finally, that brings us up to today.
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Counting Eds
• Let’s put our Eds together: Ed #1, Ed #2, Ed #3, and Ed #4
• One of us (at least!) was a Real Programmer…
• What more can you learn from me?
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“The Story of Mel” Explained
The first thing I do in interviewing a
candidate is determine what type of
engineer they are. Not that there is anything
wrong with journeyman programmers who
write the glue for existing API’s. But
someone who gets it fundamentally is a
huge asset to any organization.
–James Seibel (shared with permission)
Author of “‘The Story of Mel’ Explained”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Story_of_Mel
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James Seibel wrote the official explanation for The Story of Mel and inspired this talk. He’s now a project manager. This is what he explained to me, and
gave me permission to share with all of you.

The Preparatory Path
• Parisa Tabriz (seated) heads Google’s

“Department of Chromeland Security”

• She wrote “So you want to work in security?”
article

• In explaining “There is no single, standard, or
preparatory path” she writes…
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Parisa Tabriz is head of the security team for Google Chrome. A lot of people ask her how to get into “infosec,” so she wrote an essay, “So you want to
work in security?” She explains that there is no single, standard, or preparatory path.

How Computers and Software Work
Independent of how you acquire it, you’ll
benefit from having a strong understanding
of applied computer science, or how
computers and software work.
–Parisa Tabriz
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Layers of Abstraction
Much of applied computer science is about
solving problems with layers of abstraction,
and security is often about finding the
flawed assumptions in those abstractions…
and then figuring out how to best fix (or
exploit) them.
–Parisa Tabriz (shared with permission)
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In other words, there’s real value in knowing your stuff.

My Own Example: From the Inside Out
• Cray mainframe being wired
together by hand

• CRAY-1 has 60 miles of
twisted-pair wire

• Each wire is 1, 2, or 3 feet
long

• CRAY-1 built in a circle to

reduce wire lengths across
the backplane

All Cray Research images scanned from my personal collection
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Let’s finish with my own example. This is the CRAY-1 supercomputer, from the inside out. This the Cray mainframe being wired together by hand. The
CRAY-1 has 60 miles of twisted-pair wire. Each wire is precisely 1, 2, or 3 feet long. The CRAY-1 was built in a circle to reduce wire lengths across the
backplane.

CRAY-1 CPU (1977)

Si = Sj & Sk
S3 = S1 & S2

What’s the point?
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It’s too small to read, but the CRAY-1 CPU block diagram is on the right. Most of us could draw the thing from memory, any time. I took the middle part
and made the diagram on the left. So what’s the point?

Logical Product (AND)
PHP equivalent: $s3 = $s1 & $s2;
A logical product is the AND function:
operand one

1010

operand two

1100

result

1000

When you understand
computers (hardware) and
software, you’ll intuitively
understand the subtleties of
PHP and MySQL

•

Examine each bit position for operand 1 and operand 2

•

When both are a 1, result is a 1

•

Otherwise result is a 0
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The CRAY-1 scalar logical units do the same thing as the PHP bitwise operators. If you know one, you know the other. When you understand computers,
that is, hardware AND software, you’ll intuitively understand the subtleties of PHP and MySQL.

CRAY-1 Functional Unit Times
Knowing the CRAY-1 Functional Unit times,
in clock periods, meant that we could beat
the FORTRAN compiler every time, just
like Mel beat the optimizing assembler

One technique was to take the FORTRAN
compiler output and rewrite the innermost
loops to take better advantage of the
CRAY-1 CPU’s resources
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Remember we looked at the tricky access times with drum memory? The CRAY-1 has something similar. There are a dozen functional units, not to mention
memory bank access times, that all have different timing. The CRAY-1, which is a single CPU, could literally be running a half-dozen instructions
simultaneously, with instruction results arriving at different times. Knowing the CRAY-1 Functional Unit times, in clock periods, meant that we could beat
the FORTRAN compiler every time, just like Mel beat the optimizing assembler. One technique, for example, was to take the FORTRAN compiler output and
rewrite the innermost loops to take better advantage of the CRAY-1 CPU’s resources.

CRAY-1 Scalar Functional Units
“All functional units can operate
concurrently so that in addition to
the benefits of pipelining (each
unit can be driven at a result rate
of 1 per clock period), there is
also parallelism across the units.”

Scalar Add is 3 Clock Period (CP):
CP 1: S0 = S1 + S2 (Operands arrive at Scalar Add Functional Unit)
CP 2: S3 = S4 + S5 (Scalar Add takes new operands every CP)
CP 3: S6 = S1 - S5 (Operands immediately available for next instruction)
CP 4: Result of S1 + S2 available in S0
CP 5: Result of S4 + S5 available in S3
CP 6: Result of S1 - S5 available in S6

This helps understand when results
arrive out of order, and asynchronous
programming in general
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Here’s an example of overlapping add instructions. Yes, this is machine-language programming, just like Mel. This kind of experience helps you
understand pipelining. This helps you understand what’s happening when results arrive out of order, or even asynchronous programming in general.

From the Librascope
LGP-30 Schematics

Our Timeline
• Hacker Folklore (1982-83)
• Vacuum Tube Computer
Programming (1956)

• Modern Times (2017)
• Video: Warming Up the LGP-30
(6:51 run time)
LGP-30 Schematics: https://archive.org/details/bitsavers_royalPreciatics1959_26037699
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Warming Up
The LGP-30
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7WaYYNUCWMY
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Summary
• Computers have changed, thank goodness
• Computer programming is still an art—and a
science

• I’ve beaten the CRAY-1 assembler with hand
coding; those lessons carry forward

• Find your awesome: I just showed you mine!

CRAY-1 in Deutches Museum
by Clemens Pfeiffer
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Computers have changed, thank goodness. Computer programming is still an art—and a science. This is not about me, but I have beaten the CRAY-1
assembler with hand coding; those lessons do carry forward. Find your awesome: I just showed you mine!

Thank You
•

Ed Barnard, InboxDollars.com

•

Twitter: @ewbarnard

•

Slide deck and links to more reading:
http://otscripts.com/computing-pastmel-the-realest-programmer-of-all/

•

Please rate this talk: https://joind.in/talk/
c19c4
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